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Learning Lessons with Knowledge Audits
Abstract

{Excerpt} Knowledge from evaluations will not be used effectively if the specific organizational context,
knowledge, and relationships of evaluation agencies, and the external environment they face, are not dealt
with in an integrated and coherent manner. Knowledge management can shed light on this and related
initiatives can catalyze and facilitate identification, creation, storage, sharing, and use of lessons.
Most development agencies have committed to become learning organizations. But the use of evaluation for
learning may be less important than that of other inputs, such as self evaluation and training, and evaluation
results may only marginally support policy, strategy, and operational changes. In 2006, the Independent
Evaluation Department in the Asian Development Bank determined to apply knowledge management to
lesson learning. In 2007, it formulated a strategic framework to improve the organizational culture,
management system, business processes, information technology solutions, community of practice, and
external relations and networking for that. These Knowledge Solutions explain the strategic framework. They
also describe the knowledge audit methodology developed to tie in with the department’s audiences. The
online, questionnaire-based survey of perceptions conducted as a first exercise that year provided ready and
multiple entry points against which the department can take measures to that intent, as well as a
comprehensive baseline assessment against which to judge progress. Fundamentally, these Knowledge
Solutions contend that evaluation agencies should move from “make-and-sell,” at the simplest level, to “senseand-respond” in ways that are increasingly satisfying to stakeholders. Knowledge from evaluations will not be
used effectively if the specific organizational context, knowledge, and relationships of evaluation agencies, and
the external environment they face, are not dealt with in an integrated and coherent manner. Knowledge
management can shed light on possible operating frameworks for this and knowledge management initiatives
can be applied to catalyze and facilitate identification, creation, storage, sharing, and use of lessons. That
would be knowledge utilization indeed.
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Learning Lessons with
Knowledge Audits1
By Olivier Serrat
Knowledge from
evaluations will not
be used effectively
if the specific
organizational
context, knowledge,
and relationships of
evaluation agencies,
and the external
environment they
face, are not dealt
with in an integrated
and coherent
manner. Knowledge
management can
shed light on this and
related initiatives can
catalyze and facilitate
identification,
creation, storage,
sharing, and use of
lessons.

Introduction

Most development agencies have committed to become
learning organizations. But the use of evaluation for learning
may be less important than that of other inputs, such as selfevaluation and training, and evaluation results may only
marginally support policy, strategy, and operational changes.
In 2006, the Independent Evaluation Department in the
Asian Development Bank determined to apply knowledge
management to lesson learning. In 2007, it formulated a
strategic framework to improve the organizational culture,
management system, business processes, information
technology solutions, community of practice, and external relations and networking for
that. These Knowledge Solutions explain the strategic framework. They also describe the
knowledge audit methodology developed to tie in with the department’s audiences. The
online, questionnaire-based survey of perceptions conducted as a first exercise that year
provided ready and multiple entry points against which the department can take measures
to that intent, as well as a comprehensive baseline assessment against which to judge
progress. Fundamentally, these Knowledge Solutions contend that evaluation agencies
should move from “make-and-sell,” at the simplest level, to “sense-and-respond” in ways
that are increasingly satisfying to stakeholders. Knowledge from evaluations will not
be used effectively if the specific organizational context, knowledge, and relationships
of evaluation agencies, and the external environment they face, are not dealt with in an
integrated and coherent manner. Knowledge management can shed light on possible
operating frameworks for this and knowledge management initiatives can be applied to
catalyze and facilitate identification, creation, storage, sharing, and use of lessons. That
would be knowledge utilization indeed.

		These Knowledge Solutions abridge a paper on the same subject presented at the Malaysian Evaluation Society’s
Third International Evaluation Conference held from 31 March to 4 April 2008 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
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Knowledge, Relationships, Context, and External Environment

Knowledge must not be seen as something that is supplied from one person to another, or from better-off
countries to developing countries, but rather as something that can flow back and forth and be continually
improved, adapted, and refreshed using knowledge management tools. What is more, the latter are more
effective where the specific knowledge, relationships, and context of organizations and the external environment
they face are dealt with in an integrated and coherent manner. Figure 1 demonstrates the importance of using
Figure 1: A Holistic View of Knowledge and Knowledge Management Tools

External Environment
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Partners, donors, other
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storage, sharing, and use;

Networks, information
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technology, communication

activities and tools; relevance;

plans, core functions, support

monitoring and evaluation,

functions, etc.

etc.

Source: Adapted from Ramalingam, Ben. 2005. Implementing Knowledge Strategies: Lessons from International
Development Agencies. Working Paper 244. Overseas Development Institute. Available: www.odi.org.uk/rapid/
publications/documents/wp244.pdf

knowledge management tools with respect to the specific milieu in which an institution operates. The framework,
formulated by the Overseas Development Institute to analyze and compare processes of change in a holistic
manner, is applicable to other development agencies and, with small adjustments, to organizations in general.

Audiences

Evaluations are conducted to find out what results are being achieved, what improvements should be considered,
and what is being learned. In ADB, this is done with systematic and impartial assessment of policies, strategies,
partnerships, programs, and projects, including their design, implementation, and results. Sharing lessons2
also demonstrates good governance and advances understanding of what an organization aims to accomplish,
thereby generating support for it. Figure 2 illustrates the principal audiences for evaluations, using ADB as an
example.

Interfaces

In the case of ADB, inter- and intra-organizational relationships encompass IED itself, other departments,3
developing member countries, and the international evaluation community. Figure 3 shows these primary
		Lessons are of two types: operational and developmental. Operational lessons relate, among others, to performance measurement, aid
coordination, resource requirements, team building and coordination, procurement practices, delivery and reporting systems, and logistics.
Developmental lessons pertain to realization of development results, improvement of developmental practice, and delivery on priorities.
3
		In large measure, these are operations departments. But IED also interacts with non-operations departments and offices including the Asian
Development Bank Institute, the Economics and Research Department, the Regional and Sustainable Development Department, and the
Strategy and Policy Department.
2
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Figure 2: Audiences for Evaluations
ADB Operations Departments
(monitoring and evaluation, results agenda,
applied learning)

DMCs
(use of evaluations, evaluation capacity development,
joint evaluations)

ADB Management
(use and follow-up of evaluations,
influence on ADB directions)

International Evaluation Community
(harmonization and joint evaluations)

ADB Board of Directors
(oversight)

IED
(evaluations, monitoring and evaluation expertise,
self-assessment)

ADB = Asian Development Bank, DMCs = Developing Member Countries, IED=Independent Evaluation Department
Source: Adapted from Independent Evaluation Group—World Bank. 2006. 2006 Annual Report on Operations Evaluation. Washington, DC:
World Bank.

interfaces with the specific organizational context, knowledge, and relationships of IED and the external
environment it faces to structure entry points for lesson learning.
As man is a being very sparingly furnished with the power of prescience, he can provide for
the future only by considering the past; and as futurity is all in which he has any real interest,
he ought very diligently to use the only means by which he can be enabled to enjoy it, and
frequently to revolve the experiments which he has hitherto made upon life, that he may gain
wisdom from his mistakes, and caution from his miscarriages.
—Samuel Johnson

Architecture

Knowledge management must be embedded into all of an organization’s business processes. It is not an activity
delivered exclusively by a distinct business unit or a particular process. An architecture must be built to initiate
and implement organization-wide knowledge management initiatives. Here, four pillars are critical to success.
They are: (i) leadership, (ii) organization, (iii) technology, and (iv) learning. Table 1 outlines the core functions,
typical activities, and implementation elements of a stable architecture for lesson learning.
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Table 1: Architecture for Lesson Learning
Pillar
Leadership

Function
Drive values for
knowledge management.

Typical Activity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organization

Organize to support
values for knowledge
management.

•
•
•

Identify knowledge critical to
learning lessons in ADB.
Conduct work-centered analysis.
Plan high-level strategic
approach.
Establish goal and prioritize
objectives.
Define requirements and develop
measurement program.
Promote values and norms.
Implement strategy.

Identify critical knowledge gaps,
opportunities, and risks.
Develop business process model.
Engage key audiences with
incentives.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technology

Collect and connect
knowledge.

•
•
•
•
•

Learning

Cultivate and utilize
virtual teams and
exchange forums for
knowledge management.

•
•
•
•

Enhance system integration and
access.
Deploy intelligent agents for
people.
Exploit semantic technologies.
Reuse existing capabilities in
new ways.
Monitor, measure, and report
knowledge performance metrics.

Enliven collaboration.
Facilitate communities of
practice.
Encourage storytelling.
Recognize and reward
knowledge sharing.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Illustrative Implementation
Element
Strategic planning
Vision sharing
Definition of goal and
objectives
Executive commitment
Knowledge management
programs tied to metrics
Formal knowledge
management roles in existence
Tangible rewards for use of
knowledge management
Encouragement, recognition,
and reward for knowledge
sharing
Communications
Organizational structure
Organizational culture
Business process workflows
Business process reengineering
Management by objectives
Total quality management
Operating procedures for
knowledge sharing
Knowledge performance
metrics
Communications
Email
Data warehousing
Data management software
Multimedia repositories
Groupware
Decision support systems
Intranet
Search engines
Business modeling systems
Intelligent agents
Neural networks
Lessons learned systems
Video conferencing
Communications
Tacit and explicit knowledge
Capturing, organizing, and
disseminating knowledge
Team learning
Management support for
continuous learning
Virtual teams
Exchange forums
Communities of practice
Encouragement, recognition,
and reward for innovation
Communications

Source: ADB. 2007. Learning Lessons in ADB. Manila. Available: www.adb.org/documents/reports/learning-lessons-adb/strategic-framework2007-2009.asp
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Knowledge Management Tools

Learning lessons is contingent on improving organizational performance in five areas of competence. They
are: (i) strategy development, (ii) management techniques, (iii) collaboration mechanisms, (iv) knowledge
sharing and learning, and (v) knowledge capture and storage.4 Sundry knowledge management tools can
support endeavors in each area, including, for example, knowledge audits, activity-based knowledge mapping,
action learning sets, peer assists, and exit interviews. Conspicuously, the advent of the Internet has brought
information technologies that complement and supplement the knowledge management tools at hand to make
knowledge flow more effectively around and across organizations. The technologies include e-learning, web
conferencing, collaborative software, content management systems, Yellow Pages, email lists, wikis, and web
logs (blogs). Where an organization might aim to be in specified time and the priority areas of competence that
it might therefore decide to focus on can be investigated by means of such diagnostic tools.
Figure 3: Interfaces for Lesson Learning
IED International
Evaluation
Community
IED-IED

IED-ADB

IED-DMCs

Organizational Context

Organizational Knowledge

Inter- and IntraOrganizational
Relationships

External Environment

ADB = Asian Development Bank, DMCs = Developing Member Countries, IED = Independent Evaluation Department
Source: ADB. 2007. Learning Lessons in ADB. Manila. Available: www.adb.org/documents/reports/learning-lessons-adb/strategic-framework2007-2009.asp

		Chris Collison and Geoff Parcell. 2001. Learning to Fly: Practical Knowledge Management from Leading and Learning Organizations.
Capstone Publishing. The Five Competencies Framework helps to determine priorities for immediate action by selecting the area that will
yield the greatest benefits if improved.

4
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Putting It All Together: The Strategic Framework

Drawing the elements of knowledge, relationships, context, and external environment; audiences; interfaces;
architecture; and knowledge management tools in a conceptual structure generates the operating framework
within which decisions on knowledge management initiatives can be taken and implemented. Figure 4 depicts
the operating framework within which knowledge management tools are leveraged by IED for lesson learning
in ADB. The operating framework and the performance regime that drive it are to be reviewed every three years.
Figure 4: Operating Framework for Lesson Learning
Impact (2001–2015)
•
The capacity of ADB
and its DMCs to reduce
poverty is enhanced.

Outcomes (2007–2009)
•
Increased amount of
more relevant and
high-quality knowledge
transferred to DMCs and
other stakeholders by
ADB
•
Improved lesson learning
in ADB

Knowledge Management
Interfaces
•
IED-IED
•
IED-ADB
•
IED-DMCs
•
IED-International
evaluation community

Outputs (annual)
•
Improved organizational
culture for lesson
learning
•
Improved management
system for lesson
learning
•
Improved business
processes and
information technology
solutions for lesson
learning
•
Improved community
of practice for lesson
learning
•
Improved external
relations and networking
for lesson learning

Knowledge Management
Tools
•
Strategy development
•
Management techniques
•
Collaboration
mechanisms
•
Knowledge sharing and
learning
•
Knowledge capture and
storage

Activities (regular)
•
Identify knowledge
•
Create knowledge
•
Store knowledge
•
Share knowledge
•
Use knowledge

Knowledge Management
Pillars
•
Leadership
•
Organization
•
Technology
•
Learning

Knowledge Management
Framework
•
Organizational context
•
Organizational
knowledge
•
Inter- and intraorganizational
relationships
•
External environment

Knowledge Management
Pillars
•
ADB
•
DMCs
•
Cofinancing
•
Beneficiaries
•
Private sector
•
Others

ADB = Asian Development Bank, DMCs = Developing Member Countries, IED = Independent Evaluation
Department
Source: ADB. 2007. Learning Lessons in ADB. Manila. Available: www.adb.org/documents/reports/learninglessons-adb/strategic-framework-2007-2009.asp
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Business Planning

Organizations looking to knowledge management develop business plans that are aligned with their goal and
objectives. To raise knowledge vigilance to the point where attitudes are realistic and automatic, and tacit
knowledge is internalized, such plans usually identify needs and issues within the organization and are couched
against a framework for addressing these. Needs and issues, as well as the business processes associated with
them, are typically determined by (i) the external environment; (ii) the mandate, vision, goal, and objectives of
the organization; (iii) the overall strategic direction; (iv) the size and spread of the organization; (v) organizational
history and culture; (vi) staff skills and experience; and (vii) available resources.
The elemental steps of business planning are (i) identify key staff groups within the organization; (ii)
conduct comprehensive and holistic analyses with the key staff groups to identify needs and issues and barriers
to organizational performance; (iii) supplement the analyses with inputs from managers and organizational
strategy documents to determine an overall strategic focus; (iv) develop findings and recommendations to
address the needs and issues and to tackle the barriers identified; and (v) implement a series of knowledge
management pilots based on the findings and recommendations, leveraged by suitable knowledge management
tools, and with concern for measuring the effectiveness of outreach. Figure 5 illustrates the process commonly
followed to develop a business plan for knowledge management.
Learning is a process, not an attainment. Hence, in ADB, IED’s knowledge management business plans
are aligned against ADB’s to set in train the drive for continuous improvement that is at the heart of strategic
frameworks. Moreover, the annual business planning process specifies that regular annual knowledge audits
linked to annual business plans will deliver outputs steadily against each interface based on operational needs
and priorities but also resources, with flexibility and adaptability.

Auditing Knowledge

Knowledge audits help organizations identify their knowledge-based assets and develop strategies to manage
them.
Figure 5: Developing a Knowledge Management Business Plan

Strategic Focus
Staff Needs
Organizational Issues
Barriers

Findings and
Recommendations

Analyze Needs and
Issues

Identify Key Staff
Groups

Strategic Input

Knowledge Management
Pilots

Source: ADB. 2007. Learning Lessons in ADB. Manila. Available: www.adb.org/documents/reports/learning-lessons-adb/strategicframework-2007-2009.asp

•

Definition and Purpose. Developing a knowledge-sharing culture is a change process on the way to better
organizational performance. To achieve that change, an organization needs a vision of where it wants to
be and an accurate picture of where it is now—that is, its current reality. A knowledge audit is one way of
taking that picture. What is a knowledge audit? The traditional concept of an audit is an evaluation of a
7
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person, business, system, process, project, or product by an independent third party. Financial audits are well
understood. They examine the financial statements of a company to check performance against standards.
A knowledge audit works differently, and some demystification is called for. It is by and large—granted
differing objects, breadth of coverage, and levels of sophistication—a qualitative review (or inventory,
survey, check) of an organization’s knowledge health at both the macro and micro levels. The defining
feature of a knowledge audit is that it places people at the center of concerns: it purports to find out what
people know, and what they do with the knowledge they have. It can be described as an investigation
of the knowledge needs of an organization and the interconnectivity among leadership, organization,
technology, and learning in meeting these. Put in a different way, a knowledge audit is an investigation of the
strengths and weaknesses of an organization’s knowledge, and of the opportunities and threats that face it.
A knowledge audit can have multiple purposes, but the most common is to provide tangible evidence of
what knowledge an organization needs, where that knowledge is, how it is being used, what problems
and difficulties exist, and what improvements can be made. Although there can be no blueprint, a typical
knowledge audit will—not necessarily at the same time or level of detail5—query the following:
–– What are an organization's knowledge needs?
–– What tacit and explicit knowledge assets does it have and where are they?
–– How does knowledge flow within the organization, formally and informally, and to and from clients and
relevant organizations?
–– How is that knowledge identified, created, stored, shared, and used?
–– What obstacles are there to knowledge flows, e.g., to what extent do its people, business processes, and
technology currently support or hamper the effective movement of knowledge?
–– What gaps and duplications exist in the organization's knowledge?
Constituents of Knowledge Audits. The typical constituents of knowledge audits, each of which can be
conducted at different levels of complexity using a variety of tools,6 are shown in Figure 6.7 They are
preferably, but not necessarily in the following order: (i) knowledge needs analysis, (ii) knowledge inventory
analysis, (ii) knowledge flow analysis, and (iv) knowledge mapping. Throughout investigations, elements of
knowledge, relationships, context, and external environment should be borne in mind, together with the fact
that about 80% of an organization's knowledge is tacit—the greatest challenge lies in the audit of that.

Figure 6: Knowledge Audit Constituents

Identify
knowledge
needs

Draw up a
knowledge
inventory

Analyze
knowledge
flows

Create
knowledge
maps

Source: ADB. 2008. Auditing the Lessons Architecture. Manila. Available: www.adb.org/documents/studies/
auditing-lessons-architecture/in371-07.asp

		The audit could span the whole organization, but preferably cover constituent parts of it. For the same reason that opinion polls do not
sample the entire population, marginal returns diminish as the scale of related exercises increases. The same consideration applies to the
number of questions that might be posed.
6
		The common tools used for knowledge audits are face-to-face and telephone interviews; structured, semi-structured, and unstructured
questionnaires; workshops; focus group discussions; and online consultations. Other data and information can be gathered by referring to
the documentation of the organization, conducting direct inspections, and examining the information and communications technology
infrastructure, including the organization’s website.
7
		Naturally, in a large and diverse organization, the dimensions and conduct of a knowledge audit will differ radically from that applicable to
a small, less complex one.
5
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Knowledge Audit Methodology

In 2007, IED particularized a knowledge audit methodology, its principal means, and associated time frame,
to be applied in four phases spanning about 5 months. The methodology draws on the elements of knowledge,
relationships, context, and external environment; interfaces; and architecture deemed most relevant to the
department. The four phases are (i) knowledge audit preparations, (ii) knowledge audit analysis, (iii) knowledge
audit review, and (iv) business planning. Box 1 enumerates possible related steps and activities and Box 2
sketches an indicative time frame for implementation. Since knowledge management is a process for optimizing
and leveraging the stores of knowledge in an organization, the accent placed (concurrently or in turn) on each
constituent of a knowledge audit will depend on where an organization is and where it wants to be. Boxes 1–2
should be interpreted in view of that. A second important caveat is that the following section on the survey of
perceptions conducted by IED in 2007, which emphasized identification of knowledge needs, should not be
taken as all that a knowledge audit can be.
Box 1: Knowledge Audit Methodology—Suggested Steps and Activities

Phase 1

1.
•
•
•

Plan Knowledge Audit
Identify objectives.
Conduct background investigations.
Hold preliminary discussions.

3.

Delineate Interface
4.
Characteristics
IED–IED
•
IED–ADB
IED–developing member
•
countries
IED–international evaluation
community
Identify Knowledge Needs
7. Draw up Knowledge Inventory
Investigate what important knowledge the interfaces
• Track down explicit knowledge products and
need to meet goals and objectives.
services, their locations, purposes, relevance,
Determine what important knowledge is available
and accessibility.
and what is missing.
• Make out tacit knowledge about who the key
Consider, with attention to people, business
audiences are, where they are, what they do,
processes, and technology, how faster access to
what they know, and what they learn.
important knowledge might be secured.
• Identify gaps in tacit and explicit knowledge.
Analyze Knowledge Flows
9. Create Knowledge Maps
Examine how knowledge products and services flow
• Locate knowledge products and services and
in IED, and to and from its interfaces, with attention
map out flows, constraints, and sinks.
to people, business processes, and technology.
• Map knowledge gaps.
Characterize stock-based and flow-based knowledge,
• Analyze social networks.
trends and patterns, and efficiency and effectiveness.
Assess Knowledge Audit
11. Discuss Knowledge Audit
12. Close Knowledge Audit
Findings
• Carry out after-action reviews
• Incorporate suggestions
Analyze evidence.
and retrospects.
for improvement.
Suggest courses and means of
• Conduct in-house workshops.
• Identify matters for
action.
follow-up.
Devise improvements.
Decide on Knowledge Management Initiatives
14. Formulate Business Plans
Prioritize knowledge management initiatives.
• Propose capital, operational, administrative, and
Design knowledge management initiatives.
recurrent expenditures.
• Submit annual budget document.

•
•
•
•
6.
•
•
•
Phase 2
8.
•
•
10.
Phase 3

Phase 4

•
•
•
13.
•
•

2. Assimilate Core Knowledge Activities
• Identify.
• Create.
• Store.
• Share.
• Use.
Identify and Liaise with Key
5. Select and Design Audit
Audiences
Forms
Agree on interface
• Consider interface
representatives.
characteristics.
Make initial contact.
• Formulate audit
deliverables.

ADB = Asian Development Bank, IED = Independent Evaluation Department
Source: ADB. 2008. Auditing the Lessons Architecture. Manila. Available: www.adb.org/documents/studies/auditing-lessons-architecture/in37107.asp
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Box 2: Indicative Knowledge Audit Time Frame
Phase
1

2

3

4

Activity

Month 1

Month 2

Month 3

Month 4

Month 5

Knowledge Audit Preparations
Plan knowledge audit
Assimilate core knowledge activities
Delineate interface characteristics
Identify and liaise with key audiences
Select and design audit forms
Knowledge Audit Analysis
Identify knowledge needs
Draw up knowledge inventory
Analyze knowledge flows
Create knowledge maps
Knowledge Audit Review
Assess knowledge audit findings
Discuss knowledge audit
Close knowledge audit
Business Planning
Decide on knowledge management initiatives
Formulate business plans

Source: ADB. 2008. Auditing the Lessons Architecture. Manila. Available: www.adb.org/documents/studies/auditing-lessons-architecture/in37107.asp

To underpin future knowledge audits, IED formulated in 2007 survey questionnaires that drew out perceptions
of the performance of independent evaluation across the four interfaces. The questionnaires were designed
against the Five Competencies Framework. The framework of organizational competence for knowledge
management comprises (i) strategy development, (ii) management techniques, (iii) collaboration mechanisms,
(iv) knowledge sharing and learning, and (v) knowledge capture and storage.8 The questionnaires were
comprehensive, organized, systematic, and inclusive; they provide the framework within which IED can search
for continual opportunities to ameliorate the independent evaluation function and its feedback mechanisms. The
responses to the questionnaires also revealed rich seams of "as-is," baseline information, which will be mined
vigorously. Box 3 shows for each interface the area of competence on which the questionnaires centered.
Box 3: Perceptions Survey Questionnaires—Interface and Areas of Competence
Interface
IED–IED
IED–ADB
IED–DMCs
IED–IEC

Strategy
Development

Management
Techniques

Collaboration
Mechanisms











Knowledge
Sharing and
Learning





Knowledge
Capture and
Storage





ADB = Asian Development Bank, DMC = developing member country, IEC = international evaluation community, IED = Independent Evaluation
Department.
Source: ADB. 2008. Auditing the Lessons Architecture. Manila. Available: www.adb.org/documents/studies/auditing-lessons-architecture/in37107.asp

The Survey of Perceptions

The survey that opened IED’s first knowledge audit aimed to gain insight into how people within the four
interfaces perceive the department’s knowledge management activities. From the results, IED measured
awareness of and identified gaps in the department’s knowledge products and services. The Five Competencies
		A competency approach befits organizational learning. It offers safeguards against drain of knowledge, inappropriate use of knowledge,
and accumulation of poor knowledge.

8
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Framework was used to assess the department’s organizational performance. This framework identifies these
areas of organizational competence for knowledge management as (i) strategy development, wherein tools are
used to help an organization achieve a particular goal in knowledge management through a long-term plan of
action; (ii) management techniques, which cover a range of practices from assessing the forces for and against
desired organizational changes to assessing managerial approaches to mistakes, in order to do things right;
(iii) collaboration mechanisms, which pertain to facilitating effective practices in working with others; (iv)
knowledge learning and sharing, which means using techniques to learn from and improve future activities;
and (v) knowledge capture and storage, wherein routines are applied to ensure that an organization retains
essential knowledge. For each interface, survey questionnaires covered only the areas of competence deemed
most relevant.
The survey adopted a variant of the Likert scale9 to evaluate the perceived level of organizational performance
per competence area, wherein respondents specify the extent of their agreement with a statement. Five choices
were given per question to gauge perception of IED's competences: (i) never, (ii) seldom the case, (iii) sometimes
the case, (iv) often the case, and (v) always the case. Two methods were used to determine overall perception
of organizational performance in each area of competence. The first was based on the responses of the majority
per question. The second established an objective measure by computing the weighted average score to account
for the perception of the entire sample.

Survey Results

Box 4 gives a snapshot of the perception of the performance of IED in each area of competence by respondents
from each interface.10 Respondents from IED thought that the department is doing well in the areas of strategy
development, collaboration mechanisms, and knowledge capture and storage. But the department is "on the
fence" in knowledge sharing and learning, and its competence with management techniques must get better.
Respondents from other departments felt that IED does well only in strategy development. They were ambivalent
with regard to collaboration mechanisms. They recommended that the department should deploy more efforts
in the areas of knowledge sharing and learning, and knowledge capture and storage. Respondents from the
international evaluation community felt that the department is doing well in all three areas of competence
regarding which their opinions were sought.
Box 4: Summary of Perceptions by Area of Competence
Interface
IED–IED
IED–ADB
IED–IEC

Strategy
Development

Management
Techniques

Collaboration
Mechanisms

Knowledge Sharing
and Learning














Knowledge
Capture and
Storage




ADB = Asian Development Bank, IEC = international evaluation community, IED = Independent Evaluation Department.
Note:  = more than half of the items in the questionnaire were rated as "often the case" to "always the case" by most of the respondents; =
half of the items in the questionnaire were rated as "often the case" to "always the case" by most of the respondents, while the other half were
rated as "sometimes the case" to "never;"  = more than half of the items in the questionnaire were rated as "sometimes the case" to "never"
by most respondents.
Source: ADB. 2008. Auditing the Lessons Architecture. Manila. Available: www.adb.org/documents/studies/auditing-lessons-architecture/in37107.asp

Details of the Likert scale are at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/likert_scale. A Likert scale is usually composed of an odd number of points
measuring positive or negative responses to a statement.
10
		Sadly, no responses were received from evaluation agencies in developing member countries, with implications for the tools that can be
applied to that interface in the future.
9
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Associated Initiatives

The survey of perceptions substantiated the basis of the knowledge management initiatives that IED introduced
from 2007. It clarified the need for others. Among the new knowledge products and services developed,
Learning Curves11 are handy, two-paged quick references designed to feed findings and recommendations from
evaluation to a broader range of clients. Success Rates12 present condensed information on successful ADB
projects. The Evaluation Information System13 is an online database of lessons, recommendations, and ADB
Management responses. The department hosts the secretariat of the Evaluation Cooperation Group.14 It has
also overhauled ECGnet,15 the group's communication tool. Evaluation Alerts are targeted information bytes
delivered to personal mailboxes. Methods and guidelines for using plain English, disseminating findings and
recommendations, and conducting exit interviews have been prepared. The evaluation pages16 were refurbished
from top to bottom. They are updated daily and are now one of the most accessed first-level directories in adb.org.
IED formulated regional technical assistance for capacity development for monitoring and evaluation, expected
also to suggest a strategy for evaluation capacity development.17 The department advertises its knowledge
products and services on ADB Today18 and adb.org (and through other channels and at several venues) with onetime, near-term, and continuous efforts. The survey of perceptions suggested other opportunities. They included
Evaluation Chats, a communication tool that
would facilitate the establishment of an evaluation
community of practice focused on the conduct
and dissemination of strategic evaluations,
harmonization of performance indicators and
evaluation methodologies, and development
of capacity in evaluation and evaluative
thinking. Evaluation News19 and Evaluation
Presentations20 were introduced too. They offer,
respectively, reports on events in monitoring and
evaluation and short photographic or Powerpoint
displays on evaluation topics. IED's knowledge
management initiatives are framed deliberately to
increase value-added from operations evaluation,
and are managed with knowledge performance
metrics. Client feedback is sought regularly by
various means.
Box 5 identifies the knowledge management tools that might be leveraged to fill the remaining knowledge
management gaps identified, and emphasizes with shading the areas of organizational competence found
wanting at the time of the survey.

		Available: www.adb.org/evaluation/reports.asp?s=1&type=15
		Available: www.adb.org/evaluation/reports.asp?s=1&type=16
13
		Available: http://evis.adb.org/
14
		The Evaluation Cooperation Group was established by the heads of evaluation in multilateral development banks in 1996. Its membership
comprises the African Development Bank, ADB, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, European Investment Bank, InterAmerican Development Bank, International Monetary Fund, and World Bank Group. The United Nations Evaluation Group and the
Evaluation Network of the Development Assistance Committee of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development are
observer members.
15
Available: www.ecgnet.org
16
		Available: www.adb.org/evaluation/
17
		Progressively more, evaluation ownership must move from ADB to its developing member countries.
18
		ADB Today is a daily e-information resource for all ADB staff in headquarters, resident missions, and representative offices. It is the main
internal communication vehicle to keep ADB staff abreast of events and activities of ADB-wide interest. It is produced and edited each
working day by the Department of External Relations with inputs from other departments.
19
Available: www.adb.org/evaluation/reports.asp?s=1&type=20
20
		Available: www.adb.org/evaluation/evaluation-presentations.asp
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Learning Lessons with Knowledge Audits

Box 5: Knowledge Management Tools Prioritized for Leverage
Interface
IED-IED

Strategy Development
•
•
•
•

IED–ADB

•

Knowledge Audit
Most Significant
Change
Outcome Mapping
Scenario Testing
and Visioning

Scenario Testing
and Visioning

•

Management
Techniques
Five
Competencies
Framework

•
•
•

•
•

Collaboration
Mechanisms
Communities of
Practice
Action Learning
Sets
Social
Technologies

Communities of
Practice
Social
Technologies

Knowledge Sharing Knowledge Capture
and Learning
and Storage
• Peer Assists
• Taxonomies for
• Challenge
Documents and
Sessions
Folders
• After-Action
• Exit Interviews
Reviews and
• Shared Network
Retrospects
Drives
• Intranet
Strategies
•
•
•
•

IED–IEC

•
•
•

Peer Assists
Challenge
Sessions
After-Action
Reviews and
Retrospects
Intranet
Strategies

•

Stories
Peer Assists
After-Action
Reviews and
Retrospects

•

•

•

Staff Profile
Pages
Web Logs

Staff Profile
Pages
Web Logs

ADB = Asian Development Bank, IEC = international evaluation community, IED = Independent Evaluation Department.
Source: ADB. 2008. Auditing the Lessons Architecture. Manila. Available: www.adb.org/documents/studies/auditing-lessons-architecture/in37107.asp
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Contact Olivier Serrat, Head of the Knowledge Management Center, Regional and Sustainable Development Department,
Asian Development Bank (oserrat@adb.org).
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Knowledge
Solutions

Asian Development Bank
ADB’s vision is an Asia and Pacific region free of poverty. Its mission is to
help its developing member countries substantially reduce poverty and
improve the quality of life of their people. Despite the region’s many
successes, it remains home to two thirds of the world’s poor: 1.8 billion
people who live on less than $2 a day, with 903 million struggling on
less than $1.25 a day. ADB is committed to reducing poverty through
inclusive economic growth, environmentally sustainable growth, and
regional integration.
Based in Manila, ADB is owned by 67 members, including 48 from the
region. Its main instruments for helping its developing member countries
are policy dialogue, loans, equity investments, guarantees, grants, and
technical assistance.
Knowledge Solutions are handy, quick reference guides to tools,
methods, and approaches that propel development forward and enhance
its effects. They are offered as resources to ADB staff. They may also
appeal to the development community and people having interest in
knowledge and learning.
The views expressed in this publication are those of the author(s) and do
not necessarily reflect the views and policies of the Asian Development
Bank (ADB) or its Board of Governors or the governments they represent.
ADB encourages printing or copying information exclusively for personal
and noncommercial use with proper acknowledgment of ADB. Users are
restricted from reselling, redistributing, or creating derivative works for
commercial purposes without the express, written consent of ADB.
Asian Development Bank
6 ADB Avenue, Mandaluyong City
1550 Metro Manila, Philippines
Tel +63 2 632 4444
Fax +63 2 636 2444
knowledge@adb.org
www.adb.org/knowledgesolutions
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